
Dear Member. 

 

Whitings Water ran without a hitch, track held up well a bit dusty in the top section 

but nothing to worry about and as muddy as you like in the bottom section, something 

for everyone. Chris (landowner) passes on his apologizes for the amount of cow pooh, 

if you think you had trouble I lost my hat and tried on six others before I found mine. 

Bit of a scare in the last vets race when a deer decided to join in still not harm came to 

deer or Vet. 

 

PRACTICE. For the last couple of events now we have been trying out a new system 

which has worked well. The system is for the first lap of practice Marshal yellow flag 

the whole track this means NO OVERTAKING and the first lap should be treated like 

a sighting lap by the rider. reasons why we are bring in this rule, firstly it stops you 

going like a Banzi Billy on the first lap and will give you a better feel for the 

conditions and ground, secondly you will know the lay of the track and any changes 

we have made to it. And thirdly you will also know where all the Marshal points are. 

Riders so far have welcomed the new system and can see the sense of bringing this 

rule in so from now on that is hope practice will start. 

 

YELLOW FLAGS. Please obey the marshal yellow flags, which basically means no 

overtaking under yellow flags. I will warn you now some Marshals now have radio’s, 

those who don’t yet have note pads. Riders found to of being guilty of overtaking 

under yellow will have there result excluded from that race, no if no buts. 

 

FOBDOWN.  It will be nice for me won’t have to travel 100 miles down the road 

more like 100 yards. The club goes back to its roots as this is where the club started 

many moons ago. So after last years annual event at Fobdown the track was graded 

and reseeded, that’s it nothing has been there since you lot last year, at present we are 

mowing the grass down and will start to build the track on Saturday 14
th

 June from 

9am until noon, if you are about and can lend a hand please come and help. 

Entries will be available on line towards the end of the week, please enter sooner 

rather than later, thanks. 

Keep Safe 

Jamie             

 


